1. Finite Blaschke products have long played a central role in the theory of bounded analytic functions, appearing frequently as functions enjoying various extremal properties. The present note is concerned with one such extremal property and its implications. Our principal result is:
If a finite Blaschke product has poles in the finite plane, then for at least one such pole the residue does not vanish.
Of course the presence of a simple pole in the finite plane renders the theorem trivial. However if one considers the case of a finite Blaschke product which is even and all of whose poles are multiple, then the existence of a nonzero residue is much more concealed. For the evenness of the Blaschke product would force the coefficient of z-1 in its expansion at » to vanish so that the presence of residues of the desired type would escape detection on examination of the residue at oo ; on the other hand a direct study of the residues corresponding to the finite poles, while not out of the realm of possibility, leads in the case of a large number of poles to a computational morass. A further complicating factor is revealed by examples ( §5) of finite Blaschke products with residue vanishing at some finite pole. The proof is immediate from the maximum principle since f/b is analytic in \z\ >r and takes the value one at a>. This extremal property of course generalizes the well known result that a polynomial of degree « with highest term having coefficient one has maximum modulus at least one on the unit circle and equality holds only for zn. 4. Our theorem admits application to the following problem: Do there exist finite Blaschke products with finite poles having the property that the derivative of some order (greater than or equal to 1) is also a finite Blaschke product? That the answer is always negative follows on noting that differentiation of a rational function yields a rational function with vanishing residues at all poles.
5. We have indicated that there exist finite Blaschke products (with at least two finite poles) whose residue at some finite pole vanishes. To construct an example of such a function let 0<ci<l and consider (z -ai \2 / z -a2 1 -aiz/ \1 -a2z where ai<o2<l. With «i fixed, it is easily verified that there exists an a2 restricted as indicated such that the residue at ai1 vanishes. The considerations are immediate and are omitted. The range of such examples can be further extended.
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